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key takeaways
Today’s Security Approaches Fail To Protect 
Data In Today’s New Business Models
traditional security approaches have focused on 
protecting either the network itself or the devices 
that access the network. in a digital business 
ecosystem, where security pros have far less 
control over networks, devices, apps, and people, 
they must take a data-centric security approach, 
so that no matter where the data is, security 
travels with it.

Zero Trust Accelerates Digital Business
Zero trust is a fundamental transformation of 
corporate security from a failed, perimeter-centric 
approach to one that is data-centric. this helps 
your business improve its customer experience, 
adopt new systems of engagement, and develop 
a competitive, agile digital ecosystem.

Forrester’s Security Architecture And 
Operations Playbook Is Your Blueprint
in Forrester’s security architecture and operations 
playbook, we use our Zero trust Model of 
information security to help you completely 
redesign your security architecture and 
strengthen your security operations to protect 
your digital business from the mutating threat 
landscape.

Why read this report
in today’s threat landscape, skilled, well-
funded, organized cybercriminals are working 
to steal your data — the lifeblood of your digital 
business — in pursuit of economic, political, or 
military gain. to combat this, security leaders 
need Forrester’s Zero trust Model of information 
security. With Zero trust, you can develop robust 
detection and incident response capabilities to 
protect your company’s vital digital business 
ecosystem. in our security architecture and 
operations playbook, we show you how to defend 
your customers with the Zero trust Model.

this is an update of a previously published report; 
Forrester reviews and updates it periodically for 
continued relevance and accuracy.
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Security Pros Face new Business Models and threats

not so long ago, security leaders had defined borders to protect, with a limited user community and 
a well-defined set of threats like viruses and lost or stolen laptops. today, your firm’s competitive 
differentiation lies in its ability to exploit digital technologies to win, serve, and retain customers.1 and 
this new digital business has no perimeter; your digital business lives everywhere that your customers 
connect and everywhere that your employees and partners interact with your data and services.

as you extend into the cloud; outfit retail locations with beacons, facial recognition, and mobile point of 
sale (mPoS) solutions; and digitize physical environments with internet-of-things (iot) components like 
sensors, telehealth devices, and connected cars, your potential attack surface dramatically expands. 
and that attack surface constantly changes with the movement of employees, customers, partners, 
and suppliers.2 these trends have created several serious security predicaments:

 › Security teams have not prepared for new cyberadversaries and attack techniques. today, 
cyberadversaries are targeting corporations and governments for valuable data they can steal and 
easily monetize in the cyberunderground; they’re also committing corporate espionage, corporate 
sabotage, industrial sabotage, and cyberwarfare. these adversaries are highly skilled, well-funded, 
and, in some cases, state-sponsored. For example, security researchers have linked the May 2017 
Wannacry global ransomware attack to north korea.3 Before security leaders can adapt their 
strategies, architectures, and processes, they must first understand the threat actors, motivations, 
and techniques targeting their industry and business.4

 › Legacy networks are ill-equipped for today’s digital business and harder to protect. 
traditional security approaches focused on protecting either the network or the employee devices 
that access it, which meant security was a bolt-on to the original network. Security pros still place 
most network security controls at the perimeter, but the traditional perimeter is no more. instead, 
today’s digital businesses need a data-centric security approach, so as data travels between 

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO1123
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO1192
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO1835
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO1762
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customers, suppliers, partners, and other third parties, security travels with it.5 they also have to 
think beyond the corporate data center to their firm’s retail locations, warehouses, and operational 
technologies like smart meters that are now iP-enabled and interconnected.6

 › Firms lack the vulnerability management and threat intel needed to mitigate threats. 
Few security pros have the ability to identify and address high-risk vulnerabilities across their 
environment, and they can’t detect the intrusions and data exfiltrations that are already in 
progress.7 this is because security teams have failed to invest in the people, processes, and 
oversight required to make technology deployments related to malware analysis, network analysis 
and visibility (naV), and security analytics (Sa) successful.8

 › Digital forensics and incident management are typically weak points. When breaches do occur 
(and it’s inevitable they will), security teams at many firms lack the necessary tools and skills to 
respond in time to mitigate the damage. Without a proper incident response plan in place ahead 
of time, it’s extremely difficult to contain or stop an incident and preserve appropriate forensic 
evidence while restoring services.9 an inadequate incident response can destroy customer trust 
and multiply financial, operational, and reputational losses.

Zero Trust Will Embed Security Throughout Your Digital Business, Yielding Great Benefits

Forrester’s Zero trust Model of information security is a conceptual and architectural model for how 
security teams should redesign networks into secure microperimeters, strengthen data security using 
obfuscation techniques, limit the risks associated with excessive user privileges, and dramatically 
improve security detection and response with analytics and automation.10 a Zero trust approach: 1) 
never assumes trust; “trust” is continuously assessed though a risk-based analysis of all available 
information; 2) fundamentally shifts the focus from the network perimeter to the data itself; and 3) 
marshals the functions of many security domains — such as network, identity, and application — into a 
unified data protection strategy.11 if you apply Zero trust concepts to your digital business:

 › Data security and privacy capabilities will help retain and reinforce customer trust. today’s 
empowered customers don’t have to do business with you — with higher expectations, more 
information, and lower switching costs, they’ll only do business with you if they want to. and 
after high-profile breaches at firms such as alibaba Group, anthem, Home Depot, the uS office 
of Personnel Management, Verizon, and yahoo, customers around the globe have become 
increasingly sensitive to how enterprises collect, store, process, and transmit their personal data.12 
Zero trust requires that you clearly identify your sensitive customer data, isolate it in its own 
microperimeter, restrict access to it, and protect it with encryption and other security controls that 
apply protection to the data itself. this will help you become a champion of your customers’ data, 
and therefore their trust, which is crucial to your firm’s success in the age of the customer.13

 › Safeguarding the firm’s intellectual property will be a core competency. While the firm has 
a fiduciary responsibility to protect employee and customer data, it’s just as important to protect 
intellectual property (trade secrets, formulas, designs, code, and search algorithms) because its 
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theft can permanently damage or erase competitive advantage.14 a Zero trust network isolates 
sensitive data into microperimeters so security pros can consolidate security controls, policy, 
and management. this approach, together with data protection technologies such as encryption, 
secures the firm’s most sensitive and revenue-generating data assets — wherever employees 
store, access, copy, or transfer them.

 › You will reduce the likelihood of breaches and limit erosion of customer confidence. the 
longer your firm fails to detect the breach, the more damaging it will be. For example, after yahoo 
announced the discovery of several massive breaches that it had previously failed to detect, 
Verizon knocked $350 million off its acquisition deal.15 For most breaches, remediation costs 
include hiring consultants for incident management and forensics, overtime for staff, breach 
notification costs, regulatory fines, and free credit monitoring services for affected users — just 
to name a few.16 With a Zero trust approach, you’ll increase situational awareness with threat 
intelligence capabilities, and security analytics tools will allow your security analysts to detect 
network intrusions more quickly so they can prevent data exfiltration.17

 › You will shield the firm’s reputation. When breaches occur, your security team must be prepared 
to respond appropriately and to put customers first.18 responding slowly or ineffectively can 
increase the cost of breach remediation and have a lasting impact on your firm’s reputation. For 
example, in addition to resulting in lost subscribers, talktalk’s 2015 breach of 160,000 customer 
records cost the firm an estimated £42 million in response costs, and its profits declined to just £14 
million from £32 the year prior.19 Zero trust demands that you develop robust incident management 
capabilities so that you’re ready to contain, eradicate, and recover from a breach quickly. Security 
automation and orchestration solutions can help security teams automate and coordinate policy-
based processes across a variety of systems, making security responses faster, less error-prone, 
and more effective.20

the Security architecture and operations Playbook Shows the Way

Forrester’s security architecture and operations playbook uses our Zero trust Model of information 
security to help security leaders completely redesign their security architecture and update their 
security operations for the needs of today’s digital business (see Figure 1). a key advantage of this 
playbook is that we tightly integrate it with Forrester’s data security and control framework for a 
comprehensive view of security.21 executing on Zero trust requires a four-step process:

1. Discover: Understand why you need a Zero Trust approach to information security. During 
the discover process, we introduce you to the key concepts of Zero trust; help you understand 
the mutating nature, complexity, and methods of today’s attacks; and outline the ways that Zero 
trust not only improves security but has an impact on your firm’s business performance — from 
protecting the bottom line to growing the top line.22
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2. Plan: Assess your current capabilities and redesign your security architecture. once you 
have an understanding of Zero trust and the potential threats to your organization, you need to 
understand how your current capabilities stack up to industry and peer best practices in: 1) data 
discovery, classification, and flow analysis; 2) network segmentation and prevention; 3), detection; 
and 4) incident response and forensics. to help you do this, we developed our Zero trust Maturity 
Model.23 We also help you build your five-year technology road map for network threat mitigation 
and advanced malware detection technologies.

3. Act: Hire the right staff, define policies, and implement required security controls. to redesign 
your architecture and improve your security processes, you will need skilled security architects 
to identify and communicate risk to management and design solutions (including policies and 
controls) that balance business and security needs.24 you also need leaders to build entirely new 
functions like threat intelligence. Here, we provide you with detailed job descriptions for security 
architects and directors of threat intelligence, best practices in threat and vulnerability management 
as well as incident management, and a host of Forrester Wave™ reports and vendor landscapes to 
help you select the right security products to support your Zero trust strategy.25

4. Optimize: Measure your results and maintain a culture of excellence. even after you’ve 
implemented your processes, policies, and security controls, your work isn’t done. you will always 
need to adjust to new threats, and you’ll always need more budget. thus, it’s important to develop 
metrics that measure your ability to keep your systems, customer data, and your intellectual 
property safe.26 you’ll also need to be able to answer the question, “How are we doing compared 
with our peers?”27 Finally, you must incent team members to keep their skills fresh, seek out new 
challenges, and maintain a peer network to exchange ideas. Here, we provide you with example 
metrics; benchmarks for security budgets, allocations, and technology adoption; and, finally, 
recommendations for managing a skilled team to maintain your firm’s security edge.28
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FIGUrE 1 the Security architecture and operations Playbook
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What It Means

Zero trust Will transform the role of Security in Digital Business

in a perimeter-based approach to security, the security team earned a reputation as paranoid 
custodians, because they perceived any access into the corporate perimeter to support a business 
stakeholder’s new cloud service, partner, or customer engagement model as opening a door or 
connection to the entire corporate network. in a Zero trust network, where apps and data reside in 
secure enclaves or microperimeters, security pros can quickly support new services, with granular 
privileges and data protection that don’t inhibit business and employee productivity. With Zero 
trust, security leaders can take a proactive role, helping cios and business leaders adopt digital 
technologies to create new sources of value for customers and increase the firm’s operational agility.
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engage With an analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for iOS and Android.
Stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

to help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

learn more.

Analyst Advisory

translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
each call includes analyst 
Q&a and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

learn more.

endnotes
1 See the Forrester report “Build your Digital transformation Business case around the customer and revenue Growth.”

2 Business leaders don’t think of digital as central to their business because in the past, it hasn’t been. But now your 
customers, your products, your business operations, and your competitors are fundamentally digital. While 74% of 
business executives say their company has a digital strategy, only 15% believe that their company has the skills and 
capabilities to execute on that strategy. a piecemeal strategy of bolting on digital channels or methods is no longer 
sufficient. you must take a lead in driving digital business transformation. to learn more, see the Forrester report “the 
Digital Business imperative.”

3 Source: nicole Perlroth, “More evidence Points to north korea in ransomware attack,” the new york times, May 22, 
2017 (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/22/technology/north-korea-ransomware-attack.html).

4 See the Forrester report “achieve early Success in threat intelligence With the right collection Strategy.”

5 one of Forrester’s goals with Zero trust is to optimize the security architectures and technologies for future flexibility. 
as we move toward a data-centric world with shifting threats and perimeters, we look at new network designs that 
integrate connectivity, transport, and security around potentially toxic data. For more information, see the Forrester 
report “Build Security into your network’s Dna: the Zero trust network architecture.”
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6 See the Forrester report “the iot attack Surface transcends the Digital-Physical Divide.”

7 See the Forrester report “top cybersecurity threats in 2017” and see the Forrester report “Vendor landscape: 
Vulnerability Management, 2017.”

8 Security and risk (S&r) pros initially deployed security information management (SiM) systems to satisfy compliance 
requirements for security monitoring and log management. However, S&r pros struggled to use SiM for threat 
detection and visibility. today, SiMs are evolving to help S&r pros detect unknown threats while monitoring behavior 
inside the network — not just at the perimeter. For more on the unified platform of Sa, see the Forrester report 
“counteract cyberattacks With Security analytics.”

9 For incident management best practices, see the Forrester report “Planning For Failure: How to Survive a Breach.”

10 See the Forrester report “no More chewy centers: the Zero trust Model of information Security.”

11 See the Forrester report “Future-Proof your Digital Business With Zero trust Security” and see the Forrester report 
“Brief: How to Meet november’s Deadline and Build a Valuable insider threat Program.”

12 See the Forrester report “lessons learned From the World’s Biggest Data Breaches and Privacy abuses, 2016.”

13 See the Forrester report “How to Become a Superstar Security leader.”

14 See the Forrester report “understand the Business impact and cost of a Breach.”

15 Source: Scott Moritz, “Verizon reaches Deal for lowered yahoo Price after Hacks,” Bloomberg technology, February 
21, 2017 (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-21/verizon-said-to-reach-deal-for-lowered-yahoo-price-
after-hacks).

16 See the Forrester report “calculate the Business impact and cost of a Breach.”

17 See the Forrester report “the Forrester Wave™: Security analytics Platforms, Q1 2017.”

18 to be effective, you need to establish an ongoing incident management program — one that lets you identify the 
potential risks and threats to your enterprise so that you can create appropriate response plans, test those plans, and 
keep those plans current. For more, see the Forrester report “Planning For Failure: How to Survive a Breach.”

19 Source: “talktalk profits halve after cyber attack,” BBc news, May 12, 2016 (http://www.bbc.com/news/
business-36273449).

20 See the Forrester report “Breakout Vendors: Security automation and orchestration (Sao).”

21 Forrester has created a framework to help security and risk professionals control big data. We break the problem of 
securing and controlling big data down into three areas: 1) defining the data; 2) dissecting and analyzing the data; and 
3) defending and protecting the data. For more information, see the Forrester report “the Future of Data Security and 
Privacy: Growth and competitive Differentiation.”

22 See the Forrester report “Future-Proof your Digital Business With Zero trust Security.”

23 See the Forrester report “assess your network Security architecture With Forrester’s Zero trust Maturity Model.”

24 the security architect is the technical role responsible for ensuring that the design of business solutions meets security 
and compliance mandates. Security architects partner with stakeholders across the organization to securely achieve 
the functional requirements of business initiatives and are the technical authority on information security architecture 
within the organization. For more, see the Forrester report “Job Description: Security architect.”

25 See the Forrester report “Vendor landscape: incident response Service Providers.”

26 See the Forrester report “Zero trust Security Metrics that Matter to the Business.”
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27 Forrester analysts engage in hundreds of discussions with vendors and end users about security architecture and 
operations. analysis of B2B survey data from the Forrester Data Global Business technographics® Security Survey, 
2016 provides an additional layer of insight into the state of security architecture and operations today and in the 
future. For extensive data that you can use for peer comparison, see the Forrester report “the State of network 
Security: 2016 to 2017.”

28 See the Forrester report “Maintain your Security edge.”
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